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It’s Time to Recognize that Best Execution
is an Opportunity, Not a Burden
Introduction
Here at Cürex, we have been talking about best execution for a long time. With the onset on MiFID II and the FX Global
Code, our buy side customers have cast a keener eye on this frequently misunderstood concept. Cürex’s approach with our
customers has been to emphasize the process of best execution as it has been practiced for many years in other asset classes
with the guidance of the SEC, FINRA and under MiFID. Embedding the process steps of best execution in FX requires a
commitment by many buy side institutions to abandon their status quo trading methods.
The prescriptive elements of the best execution process may seem like a burden to buy side FX traders who execute trades
delivered to them as a result of underlying securities transactions. But comprehensive regulation has turned their time
worn trading approaches into something of far greater importance. A buy side institution’s need to comply with regulatory
mandates, including those related to best execution, is now essentially a fait accompli. Failure to comply is an enterprise risk
that has the potential to cast an integrity shadow over any firm found out of bounds on this issue.
In this ViewPoint, we want to portray best execution in a different light. We will explain in more detail the benefits of
this seeming burden and how following best execution practices can lead buy side traders to better execution alternatives
and venues, resulting in better trading outcomes. After all, getting better and performing better is the point of going through
all this change.

A Few Fundamental Points Worth Mentioning Again
• The responsibility for FX best execution falls exclusively on the buy side institution. It cannot be delegated
		 to a broker or executing bank.
• If a trading counterparty tells a buy side customer that they are receiving a best execution, that buy side
		 customer should take no comfort in that representation.
• Best execution is an ongoing process that demands that the buy side trader selects trading alternatives,
		 utilizes them, evaluates them, makes judgements about them, surveys the market for new alternatives and
		 then begins this process over again – in theory, without end.

Here’s How Best Execution Can Lead to Better Trading Outcomes
If the buy side accepts the trading behavior suggestions of the FX Global Code and the underlying concepts of best execution
as described by MiFID II, it should lead them to execution alternatives that among other things protect their identity, their
trading intentions, offer no last look liquidity, and have as little post trade market impact as possible. Of course there are ►
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other matters that the buy side must be concerned with like price, execution cost and speed of execution. Cürex would
argue that given the best execution mandate, utilizing trading alternatives that do not address all or most of these elements
is not only a waste of time but will result in trading outcomes that will increase the cost to their underlying customers.
In previous ViewPoints, we have pointed out the adverse effects to the buy side of disclosing their identity and trading
intentions, especially when they execute with single counterparties by voice or utilize RFQs. There are other ways that
the buy side’s identity becomes known in the electronic FX trading space: the use of consistent tagging by venues and
counterparties; and through recognized trading patterns, to name two. But in this edition, we would like to focus on the
negative consequences of last look and present the positive features of an electronic venue that delivers low or de minimis
market impact.

Last Look Costs the Buy Side Money
It should be obvious to the buy side that the practice of last look is likely to cost them money. And the money lost by the buy
side does not occur principally during the last look window – it occurs after the last look window. The negative cost results from
the buy side’s inability to complete any or all of its intended trade. The underlying rejection is predictably caused by a market
movement that puts both trading parties in a worse position. The impact to the buy side is both the negative price movement
and the cost of reloading their trade, resulting in lost time/more adverse price movement as well as the need to pay more than
one brokerage fee when a partial fill and rejection occurs. But another, harder-to-determine cost potentially impacts the buy
sides’ execution. That impact is the information leakage that occurs as a result of the rejected or partially filled trade – always
occurring after the last look window has expired.
The only way to avoid the negative costs of last look is to utilize one or more venues that feature no last look liquidity. In
surveying such venues the buy side should inquire whether those platforms provide non-rejectable liquidity. To be clear, no
last look venues are not exactly the same as venues that feature non-rejectable liquidity. The process of best execution puts the
onus on the buy side to search for venues that offer features that benefit their underlying clients. That research process should
include a deeper dive into the various forms and definition of no last look liquidity used by different venues – some simple
advice is that they are not the same.

Minimizing Market Impact is the Holy Grail
Simply stated, market impact is the measurement of price movement occurring in an FX pair after a trade has occurred.
At Cürex, we maintain that venues with low or de minimis market impact are far more favorable to the buy side than venues
with higher indications of market impact. The benefits of low market impact should be obvious. Buy side institutions
should naturally want to execute trades that do not cause noticeable price changes since those institutions typically trade
in higher individual pair sizes due to macro investment decisions made by their portfolio managers. Using algorithms
obviously helps disguise larger sized trades, but those algorithms may also be executing in last look liquidity pools that can
cause negative market impact if individual trades in a larger order are rejected. The artificial intelligence used by certain
sophisticated market participants is surveying flow to detect trading intention to take advantage of those patterns.
The discovery of buy side identity and trading intention has a negative market impact. Low market impact ECNs save
buy side institutions money.
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The Cürex Solution
We have identified ourselves as the FX destination for best execution. We are confident in our claim because of our ECN’s
unique features:
• We operate a single liquidity pool with a central clearer that not only offers every customer access to the
		 same prices but hides their identity with two layers of protection.
• Our liquidity pool prohibits last look, and our prices are non-rejectable.
• We prevent our liquidity providers from trading with each other. This prohibition deadens the opportunity
		 for market impact since a customer trade cannot be offset in our liquidity pool after its original execution.
The uniqueness of our ECN is paired with our live pre-trade analytics and our instantaneous post-trade execution analysis.
Our streaming FTSE Cürex FX benchmarks offer our clients the only no last look liquidity reference prices for 200 currency
pairs. From the time a trade is considered, through its execution and post trade analysis, Cürex provides the buy side
with all the elements to insure a best execution process. The result? Increasingly, buy side market participants are
becoming Cürex customers. You should too. The benefits are clear.

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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